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Exclusive laminate – classic laminate
All benefits at a glance
Give your ideas space by making your own personal flooring choice from the wide range of modern, 

authentic decors on offer from us. Our moderna laminate flooring is distinguished by its contemporary, 

authentic designs, accompanied by all the advantages of high-quality hard flooring. It is designed to be 

outstandingly robust and hard-wearing and to easily withstand all the stresses of everyday use. Thanks 

to our patented click system, you can lay your chosen moderna flooring quickly and easily. Moreover, 

our natural laminates bear the environmental “Blauer Engel” (Blue Angel) mark, showing them to be 

low-emission products that protect both the environment and your health.

Easy installation 
thanks to patented 
click systems

Attractive laminate 
decors and surfaces

Sturdy HDF-core 
with increased 
moisture protection
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Extremely 
hard-wearing

Healthy living environment Easy-care

Detailed explanations of the pictograms and all the benefits can be found on pages 32 and 33.
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Simply feel good



Exclusive laminate
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Technical information

Look single plank

Joint pattern all-round V-bevel

Wear class 23/32

Warranty (domestic/commercial) 20 years / 5 years

Connection system Masterclic Plus

Format 12 x 220 x 2052 mm

Package contents 4 pcs. = 1.806  m²

Exclusive laminate
Very elegant, very solid – simply  
something special
Living in a stylish ambience – every interior lover‘s dream. Time to 

wake up! moderna skyline turns dreams into an effortless reality.  

The classically cut extra-length panels are elegant and stylish in  

appearance – not least thanks to the special look of the all-round V-joint. 

When it comes to authenticity, the striking wooden finishes of moderna 

skyline are hard to beat. Planks 12mm thick give the impression of a solid 

and sophisticated wooden floor. moderna skyline will not only redefine 

your rooms, it will also bring with it a special charm and an atmosphere 

of well-being - finally turning your house into a home.

Extra-long 
plank format

All-round 
V-bevel

Healthy living 
environment

Strong
& stylish

Easy installation 
thanks to the patented  
click system

Hard-wearing

Sturdy HDF-core 
with increased 
moisture protection

Easy-care   

Shanghai oak - art. no.: 15224211186 Wood finish matt structureSydney oak - art. no.: 15224211187 Special pore effect

Tokyo oak - art. no.: 15224211188 Special pore effect New York oak - art. no.: 15224211189 Special pore effect

Chicago oak- art. no.: 15224211190 Special pore effect Toronto oak - art. no.: 15224211191 Special pore effect

4x

12 mm

skyline
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Fig.: Shanghai oak

skyline
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horizon

Fig.: Dona oak
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horizon

Exclusive laminate
Endlessly long, extra-wide – and 
genuinely impressive
Make your floor a feature and let it catch the eye! Because it‘s in a great 

place to do that. 

moderna horizon gives living areas what they need: that certain extra 

something in terms of individuality and style. Invisible transitions from plank 

to plank create an impressive and endless character. Sophisticated and 

convincing. The beautiful, natural-looking oak decors make it difficult even 

for experts to tell moderna horizon from a real wooden floor.

And because we put extra thought into our laminates, selected decors from 

the collection are also available as staircase renovation systems: moderna 

scala. The perfect seamless continuation of your moderna horizon floor. 

More harmony, more expression. More than just a floor covering for your 

home.

Technical information

Look single plank

Joint pattern longitudinal V-bevel

Wear class 23/32

Warranty (domestic/commercial) 20 years / 5 years

Connection system Multiclic

Format 8  x 328 x 1288 mm

Package contents 6 pcs. = 2.535 m²

Watch installation movie at
www.moderna.de

Decors also available as staircase 
system moderna scala

Endlessly  
long & wide

Sturdy HDF-core with 
increased moisture 
protection

Easy installation 
thanks to the  
patented click system

Healthy living 
environment

Hard-wearing Easy-care 

Helo oak - art. no.: 15222130951 Natural wood structure

Erico oak - art. no.: 15222130948 Natural wood structure
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Fenya oak - art. no.: 15222130950 Natural wood structure

Baldo oak - art. no.: 15222130946 Natural wood structure

Dona oak - art. no.: 15222130947 Natural wood structureTalida oak - art. no.: 15222130949 Natural wood structure

Antistatic



Technical information

Look single plank

Joint pattern all-round V-bevel

Wear class 23/32

Warranty (domestic/commercial) 20 years / 5 years

Connection system Multiclic

Format 198 mm
Package contents

8 x 198 x 1288 mm
10 pcs. = 2.550 m²

Format 328 mm
Package contents

8 x 328 x 1288 mm
6 pcs. = 2.535 m²

Exclusive laminate
Mix and match with a vintage look 
– unmistakably you
Your home tells your story: Your favourite furniture, special heir-
looms, souvenirs from your last holiday – these things fill your home 
with life. Transform your floor into another part of this very personal 
story! moderna variation is as versatile and as rich in variety as 
you. Two different plank widths of 328 and 190 mm give you end-
less possibilities for creating a completely individual laying pattern. 
Splits and knotholes accentuate the deep wood texture. The result 
is a unique and unmistakable vintage look. Add even more character 
to your home: Make it a reflection of your life story! With all your de-
sires, memories and experiences. With everything that defines you. 

Classic vintage oak 198 - art. no.: 15220131089
Classic vintage oak 328 - art. no.: 15221131089

Pure vintage oak 198 - art. no.: 15220131090
Pure vintage oak 328 - art. no.: 15221131090

Smoked vintage oak 198 - art. no.: 15220131091
Smoked vintage oak 328 - art. no.: 15221131091

Natural wood structure Natural wood structure

Natural wood structure

4x

mix&
match

All-round
V-bevel

Mix & match
with 2 different 
plank widths 

Sturdy HDF-core with 
increased moisture 
protection

Easy installation  
thanks to the  
patented click 
system

Healthy 
living  
environment

Hard-wearing Easy-care

198328

+ =

variation
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Fig.: Pure vintage oak

variation
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Fig.: Balvi oak

vision
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Exclusive laminate
A timeless classic – always in style, and universal
Every design starts with a vision – including the one for your living space. Bring your ideas to life! And keep them 

alive. Because a timeless plank format will never go out of fashion. moderna vision gives your rooms elegance – no 

matter what your style preferences are. 

The effect of warm, natural wood tones is one of calm and balance. Such a classic floor design gives you all the possi-

bilities for reinventing your living space time and again. For example combined with exciting colours and accessories 

to create dynamism. A special impression for a clear expression. Take the plunge and create your own basis for a 

beautiful interplay of contrasts! Your style is everlasting.

Technical information

Look single plank

Joint pattern all-round V-bevel

Wear class 23/32

Warranty (domestic/commercial) 20 years / 5 years

Connection system Multiclic

Format 8  x 198 x 1288 mm

Package contents 10 pcs. = 2.550 m²

Classical
plank format

Sturdy HDF-core with 
increased moisture 
protection

Easy installation 
thanks to the 
patented click 
system

Healthy 
living 
environment

Hard-wearing Easy-care 

All-round
V-bevel

vision

4x
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Narva oak - art. no.: 15220131132 Raw wood pore structure

Elva oak - art. no.: 15220131131 Special pore effect

Livani oak - art. no.: 15220131129 Special pore effect

Varena oak - art. no.: 15220131130 Wood finish matt structure

Balvi oak - art. no.: 15220131133 Wood finish matt structure

Antistatic



Fig.: Mayenne oak

elegance
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Loire oak - art. no.: 15214131313Somme oak - art. no.: 15214131310

Ardeche oak - art. no.: 15214131308

Adour oak - art. no.: 15214131312

Technical information

Look single plank

Joint pattern all-round V-bevel

Wear class 23/32

Warranty (domestic/commercial) 20 years / 5 years

Connection system Multiclic

Format 8 x 244 x 1288 mm

Package contents 8 Stk = 2.514 m²

Mayenne oak - art. no.: 15214131309

Wood finish matt structureGaronne oak - art. no.: 15214131311 Special pore effect

Raw wood pore structureSpecial pore effect

Special pore effect Special pore effect

Exclusive laminate
DURABLE & ELEGANT
Elegance means beauty and good taste. Our moderna elegance product line embodies this definition. Tasteful yet 

effective – grand yet simple – cultivated yet lively. Single plank oak combined with the wide format of 244 mm form 

the basis for an outstanding design platform. The decors are lively but move away from the rustic style of recent 

years. Cracks have disappeared, there are less knots. The colour design is warm and soft, with decors ranging 

from soft white-grey to a mid-brown shade, some with greyish elements. The four-sided V-bevel is unobtrusive and  

emphasises the country house flooring style. This high-grade laminate flooring has an authentic 

appearance and adds “that certain something” to your interior decorating style.

Easy installation
thanks to the patented
click system

Extremely
hard-wearing

Large plank format
Sturdy HDF-core
with increased
moisture protection

Healthy 
living en-
vironment

Easy-care

Antistatic
All-round
V-bevel

4x

elegance
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Classic laminate
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Fig.: Cosmopolitan oak

lifestyle
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Classic laminate
Seamlessly versatile and lively – to match you
There‘s no arguing about your own tastes – especially not when you‘re living them. Our most versatile laminate floor collection moderna lifestyle provides 

a sound basis for every living space design. Because the name says it all: The different colours, looks and textures of the decors complement your own 

personal style. The seamless appearance is characteristic of moderna lifestyle. It creates a closed and harmonious overall impression each and every time. 

Play around with the limitless combinations and give your style a really beautiful new floor!

Technical information

Look single plank

Joint pattern jointless

Wear class 23/32

Warranty (domestic/commercial) 20 years / 5 years

Connection system Multiclic

Format 8 x 198 x 1288 mm

Package contents 10 pcs. = 2.550 m²

Classic
plank format

Sturdy HDF-core with 
increased moisture 
protection

Easy installation 
thanks to the 
patented click 
system

Healthy 
living 
environment

Hard-wearing Easy-care

lifestyle
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Urban oak - art. no.: 15217131291 Natural wood structure

Cosmopolitan oak - art. no.: 15217131290 Raw wood pore structure

Continental oak - art. no.: 15217131288 Wood finish matt structure

Country oak - art. no.: 15217131289 Raw wood pore structure

Global oak - art. no.: 15217131292 Wood finish matt structure

Antistatic



Classic laminate
Trendy stands for pleasing individualism 
With “moderna impression 4V” we combine individual decors with optimum functionality: the laminate is easy to lay 

and maintain, always looks good and is extremely durable.

The four-sided V-bevel is designed as a micro-groove and has an elegant appearance. The Multiclic laying system is 

based on the patented UNILIN system and can be engaged at an angle plank by plank and then knocked into place. 

Just like that, you can be satisfied with the flooring right from laying.

Technical information

Look diverse looks

Joint pattern all-round V-bevel

Wear class 23/31

Warranty (domestic/commercial) 12 years / 3 years

Connection system Multiclic

Format 7 x 198 x 1288 mm

Package contents 12 Stk = 3.060 m²

All-round 
V-bevel

Classic
tile format

Sturdy HDF-core with 
increased moisture 
protection

Easy laying thanks 
to the patented 
click system

Healthy 
living 
environment

Hard-wearing Easy-care

Falun oak - art. no.: 15216131305 Wood finish matt structure

Varberg oak - art. no.: 15216131302 Wood finish matt structure

Avan oak - art. no.: 15216131303 Wood finish matt structure

Laholm oak - art. no.: 15216131293 Wood finish matt structure Rosvik oak - art. no.: 15216131300 Wood finish matt structure

Pitea oak - art. no.: 15216131301 Wood finish matt structure

impression 4V

4x
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Fig.: Falun oak

impression 4V
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Technical information

Look single plank

Joint pattern jointless

Wear class 23/31

Warranty (domestic/commercial) 12 years / 3 years

Connection system Multiclic

Format 7 x 198 x 1288 mm

Package contents 12 Stk = 3.060 m²
Classical
plank format

Sturdy HDF-core 
with increased 
moisture protection

Easy laying thanks 
to the patented 
click system

Healthy 
living 
environment

Hard-wearing
Easy-care

Classic laminate 
Trendy is delightful, during laying and use 
Thanks to the tried-and-trusted Multiclic laying system, the moderna impression range is a delight, even during 

laying. The patented system can be engaged at an angle plank by plank and then knocked in place, so that room 

features such as doors or radiators do not present a problem. Six new decors are consumer-oriented and  

expressive. You are sure to find something to match your room design ideas.

Sundvall oak - art. no.: 15215131296 Wood finish matt structure Turko oak - art. no.: 15215131297 Wood finish matt structure

Vaxholm oak - art. no.: 15215131308 Raw wood pore structure

Visby oak - art. no.: 15215131299 Wood finish matt structure

Storbo oak - art. no.: 15215131295 Wood finish matt structure

Lund oak - art. no.: 15215131294 Wood finish matt structure

impression
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Fig.: Turko oak

impression
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Recommended 
accessories

moderna protect
Robust and tear-proof moisture  
protection PE-film

moderna alu-tape
Alu coated PET tape for vapour tight taping 
seams of underlay

2626

Smartfloor Protectfloor Isofloor Premiumfloor Perfectfloor ECO

Underlayment

Pssst, have you heard?
moderna insulating un-
derlays are great sound 
absorbers and pair up with 
moderna floor coverings to 
make a great team for your 
perfect floor.
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Simply a good acoustic underlay

+ Reduces the impact sound

+ Levels out minor unevenness

+ 100 % recyclable and emission-tested

Size

25 m x 1m
Thickness

3 mm
Content

25 m2

The ecological all-rounder

+  Good reduction of reflected walking sound and  
impact sound

+  Very easy to install and pressureresistant wood  
fibre board

+ Material thickness provides good thermal insulation

+ Very good levelling of unevenness

+ 100 % recyclable and emission-tested
Size

79 cm x 59 cm
Thickness

4 mm
Content

10.25 m2

Easy to install, including moisture protection

+  Good reduction of reflected walking sound and  
impact sound

+ Easy to install thanks to overlapping bonding

+ Levels out minor unevenness

+ 100 % recyclable and emission-tested
Size

30 m x 1m
Thickness

2.5 mm
Content

30 m2

The all-round talent for the most stringent demands

+  Very good reduction of reflected walking sound and 
impact sound

+ High-quality integrated vapour barrier foil

+ Very good levelling of minor unevenness

+ 100 % recyclable and emission-tested
Size

12.5 m x 1m
Thickness

2 mm
Content

12.5 m2

The durable and sustainable top product

+  Outstanding reduction of reflected walking sound and 
impact sound

+  Very heavy and high-quality material ensures durability 
and extreme resistance

+  Recovery properties Warranty longlasting elasticity and a 
high dynamic load

+ Manufactured from natural raw materials

+ 100 % recyclable and emission-tested

Size

8.5 m x 1m
Thickness

1.8 mm
Content

8.5 m2

- 19 dB

- 19 dB

- 19 dB

- 19 dB

- 18 dB

- 7 %

- 30 %

- 23 %

10 kPa

>150 kPa

10 kPa

≥ 70 kPa

220 kPa

0.057m2/KW

0.057m2/KW

0.050m2/KW

0.046m2/KW

0.01 m2/KW

SD > 100 m

SD > 200 m

SD > 75 m
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Skirting boards
The perfect wall finish
Our extensive range of accessories provides you with many options for improving the beauty of your flooring and to ensure that you will be able to enjoy it for a long 
time. High quality skirting gives your spaces a desired, harmonious overall appearance or creates individual design accents.

28

Accent skirting board ASL 60  
Decorative film 16 x 60 x 2380 mm

Clip skirting board CSL 40  
Decorative film 22 x 42 x 2380 mm

Design skirting board DSL 50 | 80
Decorative film 18 x 50 x 2380 mm
Decorative film 18 x 80 x 2380 mm

Hamburg skirting board HSL 60 | 80 | 100  
Decorative film 18 x 60 x 2380 mm 
Decorative film 18 x 80 x 2380 mm
Decorative film 18 x 100 x 2380 mm

End caps, internal and external corners

HSL 60 | 80 | 100 (white) - self-adhesive

End caps, internal and external corners

CSL 40 (white)

End caps, internal and external corners

DSL 50 | 80 (white)

End caps, internal and external corners

ASL 60 (white, stainless steel) - self-adhesive

accessories



Compensation profiles
Compensation profiles provide 

seamless transitions between 

flooring at different heights to prevent tripping. 

Screw in or plug in elements, with cable ducts, 

height adjustment and much more – You will 

find the right solution for every application in 

our highly varied product range!

Profiles and plug-in profiles (rails)
The perfect transition
The practical profiles allow you to master even the most difficult transitions quickly and easily.

Transition profiles
The classic solution for the 

transitions between rooms. 

Just a detail? Not at all. When correctly 

installed they can create an ambience of 

elegance. High-quality, screwable alu-

minium profiles offer you many individual 

design options. 

End profiles
For the perfect edge finish or a 

clean separation between tiles 

and natural stone flooring we offer you a 

wide variety of options. Top class aluminium 

profiles ensure a professional finish, quick 

and simple installation and individual look.

moderna tension rod moderna tapping blockmoderna fitting wedges
20 pcs. / bag

moderna installation set
Contents: 
1 x tapping block; 1 x tension rod; 

Installation aids
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n excerpt of the extensive modern aluminium profile product range for moderna laminate

moderna screw transition profile 
Aluminium profile (6.5-16 mm) in silver and 

titanium; length: 1000 mm, 2700 mm

moderna screw end profile 
Aluminium profile (6.5-16 mm) in silver and 

titanium; length: 1000 mm, 2700 mm

moderna screw compensation profile 
Aluminium profile (6.5-16 mm) in silver and 

titanium; length: 1000 mm, 2700 mm

moderna screw stair profile  
Aluminium profile (7-16 mm) in silver and 

titanium; length: 1000 mm, 3000 mm

moderna skirting board clip
(plastic)

ASL / DSL / HSL 
Contents: 50 pcs. (including screws and 
plugs)

moderna skirting board clip
(metall)

CSL
Contents: 50 pcs. (including screws and 
plugs)

accessories



scala
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More about moderna scala at

www.moderna.de/en/treppe

Renovation

New building

moderna staircase system
Only a few steps to your new staircase
Whether for new construction or for renovation the laminate staircase system moderna scala is the 

perfect solution for your home. And it does not matter what shape your staircase is. Curved staircase, 

straight or with landing – no worries with moderna scala staircases! High-quality durable materials 

and a fair price-performance ratio Warranty long-lasting pleasure with your new moderna scala 

staircase.

LAMINAT-TREPPENBELAG FÜR NEUBAU UND RENOVIERUNG

treppe

Sag „JA“

zu einer

moderna scala 

Treppe

easy and quick
installation



Would you like to renovate your home? Or install new floor? Or rede-
sign your ceiling or create a modern design accent for your walls with 
panels? Plan and visualise your new living space with the moderna 
online room designer.

IT’S THIS EASY: 
1 Go online to www.moderna.de/en/raumgestalter
2 Select the respective room situation from the photo  

gallery.
3 Click on the desired flooring and/or panel in the product  

overview.
4 Play with the effects of various woods, decors and colours on the 

floor, walls and ceiling and recombine them as often as you like. 
Use the online room designer to discover the many sides of the  
moderna product range and become your own room designer. 

www.moderna.de/en/raumgestalter

Online room designer

wissen
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All moderna laminate floors meet the requirements of EN 13329.

Overview of the wear classes

Wear  
resistant

Resistant to 
cigarette ash  

burns

Antistatic Swell-reduced 
baseboard

Castor  
resistant

Colourfast Stain  
resistant

Resistant to
household
chemicals

Emission 
class E1

Suitable for hot-water 
underfloor heating

The standard

Suitable for residential areas
with intensive use

Suitable for commercial areas
with normal use

Suitable for commercial areas
with moderate use

Suitable for commercial areas
with intensive use



Icon list
Product advantages of laminate

Blue Angel
You can rest assured that in terms of sustainability, we spare no effort whatsoever. For this reason, all our laminate products bear 
the “Blauer Engel” (Blue Angel) label, which was launched in 1978 and is one of the leading symbols on the market for outstand-
ingly environmentally friendly products. Our products are therefore exceptionally low-emission. 

Attractive laminate decors 
moderna – The name says it all. We therefore make it our business to develop attractive laminate decors that are driven by trends 
but are also timelessly beautiful and stylish. Design your interior in line with your own ideas by choosing from our extensive range 
of attractive contemporary styles. The decors tend to differ in their nature-orientated designs and surface finishes. It is only the 
combination of the decorative effect and the surface embossing that gives the flooring its absolutely genuine appearance. The feel, 
look and design of the products play the key role. The product range therefore reflects the many different combination possibilities 
and variations of the various components. This means complete design freedom for you. Whatever style or trend you prefer, there 
is something for everyone.

Hard-wearing
As far as its hard-wearing qualities are concerned, laminate is easily a match for other floor coverings, such as parquet or vinyl. 
Laminate belongs to the category of hard floor coverings, and in terms of robustness and wear resistance it is hard to beat. Even 
the plank thickness contributes to a high-quality product. Moderna offers the following thicknesses: 7, 8, 10 and 12 mm. You can 
say: the greater the structural height, the longer the product will last.

Sturdy HDF-core with increased moisture protection
Thanks to the special processing of top-quality materials in our factory, we achieve exceptionally good moisture protection values 
that even exceed the applicable official standards. This enables us to Warranty the highest quality standard for all our laminate 
flooring products.

Made in Germany
As a traditional German enterprise, engaged in production since 1971, we are committed to manufacturing high-quality, highly 
attractive products. With our interior design products we are one of the world’s leading producers. So also for that reason, as a 
family-owned enterprise, we see ourselves as having a responsibility to produce with vision and always striving to improve the 
quality and appearance of our products. Many years of cooperation with our partners and customers in the interior design industry 
and the furniture industry have consistently helped us to fulfill the high demands and have therefore always been of especial 
importance to us.

Healthy living environment
As a traditional German enterprise, it is our constant striving to produce flooring for you using natural materials that meet the spec-
ified standards. The focus is thereby not only on the visual aspects, but also on the health of our customers. Our flooring products 
are especially suited for allergy sufferers. Moreover, through the special design of the surface finish, they offer no breeding ground 
for bacteria and microorganisms and are very easy to clean. Sustainability also plays a highly important role, and is supported by 
continuous technical progress in the field of production.

32

Water resistant 4h
Can be installed in humid rooms, such as bathrooms. This does not include outdoor areas and wet rooms, e.g. saunas, shower cubicles,  
steam rooms and rooms with a floor drain.

knowledge



Easy installation thanks to the patented click system
Thanks to our patented click systems, moderna floors can be fitted in very little time. Even when installed as a floating floor (i.e. not 
glued to the underfloor), you can be sure that the  system will cope with all stresses. Our standard systems have been successfully 
established on the market for many years and have consistently proved themselves. Moderna laminate floors are distinguished 
between 2 different click-systems.

Multiclic-system
This click-system based on the patented UNICLIC-system, which is the 
one most commonly used. moderna uses the Multiclic-system because 
both technically and functionally, it is one of the very best. Through the 
high pre-tensioning, the individual sections can be very quickly inter-
locked with one another, and laying progresses easily and speedily. 
The additional possibility of horizontal joining also simplifies laying in 
inaccessible places (e.g. under radiators or door frames). Multiclic is 
characterised by high dimensional accuracy, optimum height match and 
joint-free friction locking.

MASTERCLIC PLUS end connection
The unique combination of the non-adhesive Masterclic Plus
click system:
·  There are no protruding, difficult-to-handle tongues at the ends 
which could lead to an opening of a joint when lowering the plank.

·  In contrast to the common “fold-down” laying methods, the ends 
do not lock in the moment the plank is laid.

·  As soon as the next row of planks is laid, the Masterclic Plus click 
system is activated and its fixings lock automatically.

·  The specially developed and patented profile 
geometry with height and side levelling secures the exact end 
positioning of the planks. This creates a pre-tension which ensures 
a durable joint lock.

·  When disassembling the flooring, the Masterclic Plus connection 
can easily be pivoted out.

Classic plank format
The classic plank format is the one that currently enjoys greatest popularity. In the dimensions 198 x 1288 mm, 2-strip, 3-strip and 
plank decors come out at their best.

Mix & Match
As the name moderna variation implies, this involves the combination of different plank widths with variations in how the boards 
are laid. This collection involves two board widths, one of 190 mm and one of 328 mm. So you can give free rein to your own 
creativity and ideas. The outcome can be whatever style and appearance takes your fancy.

mix&
match

Antistatic
You know the feeling when you walk in a room, then touch something and get a slight electric shock. This is because you have 
become statically charged through the floor. While these shocks are not life-threatening, they are certainly unpleasant.
With moderna flooring, this unpleasant side-effect has an end. The surface is specially treated so as not to become charged when 
people walk on it.

Endlessly long and wide 
Not just long planks are currently much in favour, extra-wide planks are, too. The decors appear more restful and give a room a 
charm of its own. Combined with a modern vintage style, the planks acquire a special appearance.

Strong & stylish
This also applies to the thickness of the product. You can say: the greater the structural height, the longer the product will last. 
Absolutely top quality, in combination with a long plank format, is what makes the skyline collection so attractive.

12 mm

Extra-long plank format
These moderna collections are distinguished from those customary on the market by the extra-long plank format. It gives your 
home a style all of its own.

Easy-care 
Generally speaking, laminate is very easy to clean. It is sufficient and, depending on staining, wipe it with a slightly damp cloth.

33
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moderna decors

Wood finish  
matt structure

A deeply embossed relief emphasizes the grain run of 
the reproduced wood fibres and conveys an impressi-
on of a brushed wood surface. The matt appearance 
visibly and tangibly produces the natural impression of 
untreated or naturally oiled real wood.

Raw wood  
pore structure

An elegant surface structure that imitates the natural 
appearance of untreated or naturally oiled real woods. 
With this technology the finest planning tool marks  
visually and tangibly emphasise the look of freshly 
sanded wood.

Special pore 
effect

Embossed surfaces give moderna laminate floors even 
more authenticity – especially with the special pore 
effect printing. As with this the pores, filled knots and 
cracks are individually coordinated to the decor pat-
tern underneath. 

Natural wood 
structure

The natural wood structure and the matt appearan-
ce create the perceptible and visible im-pression of a  
naturally oiled real wood.

For all our floor coverings, the best thing you can always do is 
check them out for yourself. Take a close look and physically feel 
the decor 
structure of the various floor coverings. As individual and diverse 
are the wishes of our customers, so varied and wide-ranging are 
the decors we have on offer. Visit the specialist retailers to gain 
your own impression of how our materials look and feel, or take 
a sample with you and try it out at home. Pay attention to the key 

parameters such as the decorative appearance, the embossing and 
the surface finish, as they all help you in 
deciding which one to choose. Based on our many years of experi-
ence, we have created the moderna decors through innovative new 
developments, achieving an authentic look of real wood, and also 
in the field of natural stone or tile imitation looking remarkably like 
the original.
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Look Single plank Single plank Single plank Single plank Single plank Single plank various Single plank

Joint pattern 4V 2V 4V 4V 4V - 4V -

Wear class 23/32 23/32 23/32 23/32 23/32 23/32 23/31 23/31

Abrasion class AC4 AC4 AC4 AC4 AC4 AC4 AC3 AC3

Warranty for domestic areas
(wear resistance of the surface)

20 years 20 years 20 years 20 years 20 years 20 years 12 years 12 years

Warranty for commercial areas
(wear resistance of the surface

5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 3 years 3 years

Connection system

Certification 
(on request)

PEFC PEFC PEFC PEFC PEFC PEFC PEFC PEFC

Sp
ec

ia
l f

ea
tu

re
s

Antistatic
  

- -

Water-resistan 4h

Coreboard quality

Combinable with the
laminate staircase system

- - - - - - -

Nu
m

be
r o

f 
av
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bl
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co

rs

 Wood design 6 6
3

2 widths each 
5 6 5 6 6

M
ea

su
re

m
en

ts

Thickness (mm) 12 8 8 8 8 8 7 7

Format (mm) 2052 x 220 1288 x 328
A 1288 x 328

B 1288 x 198
1288 x 198 1288 x 244 1288 x 198 1288 x 198 1288 x 198

Package contents
4 pcs.  

= 2.215 m²
6 pcs. 

= 2.535 m²

A 6 pcs. 
= 2.535 m²

B 10 pcs.
= 2.550 m²

10 pcs. 
= 2.550 m²

8 pcs. 
= 2.514 m²

10 pcs.  
= 2.550 m²

12 pcs.  
= 3.060 m²

12 pcs.  
= 3.060 m²

exclusive classic

01/2020 · Subject to modifications and amendments. 
Colour deviations are possible for printing reasons. wood reproductions

Product range overview
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moderna GmbH & Co. KG
Zum Walde 21 
59602 Rüthen-Meiste · GERMANY
Phone: +49 29 52 4170-330
Fax: +49 29 52 816-95-330 
info@moderna.de
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moderna design flooring
moderna vinyl flooring
moderna parquet flooring
moderna staircase 
moderna wall & ceiling 

www.moderna.de


